Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, January 2017

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information taken from Amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com)

Reader’s Advisory

Wiley is the newest and largest publisher to require ORCIDs from all authors: http://orcid.org/content/requiring-orcid-publication-workflows-open-letter

What is ORCID? ORCID is a digital name that helps clearly identify researchers. By connecting this identifier to different research activities and affiliations across multiple research information platforms, ORCID helps enable recognition and reduce reporting burdens for researchers. It also enhances the discovery process.

Booklist

Architects


Meyer, Will; Gray Davis and Dan Shaw. Made to Measure: Meyer Davis, Architecture


Architecture, Buddhist


Architecture, Modern


Architecture – China


Architecture – Ireland


Architecture – Malta


Architecture – Nigeria

**Architecture – United States**


**Architecture – United Kingdom**


**Architectural Design**


**Architectural Photography**

Architectural Theory


Building Types


**Masterworks**


**Landscape Architecture**


**Sustainability**


